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Thank you for purchasing Xit 404’s Non-Waterproof Viewfinder Cap. Below are
instructions on how to install your Viewfinder Plug. Warranty is on the back.

Instructions for installing your SLR Viewfinder Non-Waterproof Cap
1. The Viewfinder Cap is a NOT waterproof part. This cap will cover up the 
    hole in your housing after you remove your viewfinder for shipping or when
    packing it for an upcoming trip.

2. First remove your viewfinder according to the manufacturers instructions.

3. Next insert the cap into the hole where the viewfinder was and secure it
    with the retaining clip, see picture.

Removing your SLR Viewfinder Non-Waterproof Cap
1. Simply pop off the retainer clip and pull the cap out.

2. Inspect the surface of the hole and wipe with a soft cloth to remove any
    particles before you reinstall your viewfinder.
3. Install your viewfinder according to the manufacturers instructions.
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Viewfinder Caps are NOT WATERPROOF!

The purpose for a viewfinder cap is to close up the viewfinder hole in your housings after
you remove the viewfinder. This will keep debris from dropping into your housing and will
protect the opening. Caps are helpful for those that utilize viewfinders that are long or bulky.
Leaving these viewfinders on during packing and shipping makes them prone to damage
during handling.

To use the viewfinder cap first remove the viewfinder from the housing. Then, slide the cap
into the hole in the housing and secure it with the clip provided. Reverse the process to install
the viewfinder. Be sure to inspect the opening after you remove the cap to be certain it is clean
and attach your viewfinder.

Use your discretion as to the watertight integrity of your housing after reinstalling your
viewfinder. Testing the housing at depth without the camera is prudent if you have any doubts. 

FDM parts - a brief description
Xit 404 manufactures a number of its parts using a process called Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM) This process involves extruding a thread of plastic and laying it down in thin layers to build
a part. This enables us to supply you products that enhance your underwater photography and
videography.

Care and Maintenance
The FDM part is impact resistant and will withstand most drops from table height. However, as with
all plastic parts, they cannot withstand excessive pressure and force without breaking. Being careful
means handling the product during assembly with a light touch, do not force.

If your part gets wet let it drip-dry for about an hour. If you have to pack it before it is dry then wrap it
in something absorbent such as a paper towel, t-shirt or sock and put it into a plastic bag. This will
keep your other parts from getting dripped on.

FDM Plastic Part Warranty
FDM parts are guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a period of one year from date of
purchase. Unnecessary force can cause excessive wear and possibly break the parts voiding warranty.
Damaged or broken parts will be inspected. If Xit 404 determines that the parts were misused or abused,
warranty will be void. Valid purchase receipt is required for all warranty claims.

Related Products:

Product Description     Product Codes
Viewfinder Cap, Not Waterproof Aquatica CV1001AQ
Viewfinder Cap, Not Waterproof Sea & Sea CV1002SS
Viewfinder Cap, Not Waterproof Subal  CV1003SU
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